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Section I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Mr. Daniel Knapp reported on March 28, 2020, that the roof of his residence, which was 

located at 256 Kendall Park Road in Peninsula, Ohio, was damaged by wind and hail. 

Rimkus Consulting Group, Inc. (Rimkus) was retained to determine the cause and extent 

of the reported damage. Nabeel A. Mahmood, P.E., conducted a site inspection on July 

7, 2020, and prepared this report.  All measurements and dimensions stated in this report 

are considered approximate unless noted otherwise.  This report was reviewed by Mr. 

Andrew Sharer, Division Manager. 

This report was prepared for the exclusive use of Allstate Insurance Company and was 

not intended for any other purpose.  Our report was based on the information available to 

us at this time, as described in the Basis of Report.  Should additional information 

become available, we reserve the right to determine the impact, if any, the new 

information may have on our opinions and conclusions and to revise our opinions and 

conclusions if necessary and warranted. 
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Section II 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

1. The asphalt shingle roof covering on the Knapp residence had installation defects, 

including high-nailing and overdriven nails. 

2. Given the installation defects, ten shingles on the northwest-facing roof slope, ten 

shingles on the southeast-facing roof slope, five shingles on the southwest-facing roof 

slope, and two shingles on the northeast-facing roof slope were missing, torn, had 

pulled through nails, had downward and diagonal displacement, and/or tented 

upwards as a result of gravity effects and moderate wind effects. 

3. The movement of shingles, including wavy patterns, at different locations of roof 

slopes, was the result of expansion/contraction cycles over a period of years, upward 

movement of isolated nails due to thermal movement, and/or an “as-constructed” 

condition where the shingles were not fastened properly and/or did not developed a 

complete bond. 

4. The asphalt-composition shingle roof covering was not damaged by hail impacts. The 

granule loss at the roof slopes was caused by long-term weathering of the roof. 

Indentations and deformations on various gutters, downspouts, fascia, and sidings of 

the residence were not caused by hail impacts. 
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Section III 

DISCUSSION 

 

Background and General Information 

The Knapp residence was a wood-framed, two-story, single-family dwelling with an 

attached garage. The house had a gable-style roof with northwest- and southeast-facing 

slopes, and the attached garage had a gable-style roof with northeast- and southwest-

facing slopes. The roof slopes were covered with architectural-style, laminated asphalt-

composition shingles. The exterior walls of the house were covered with metal siding. 

According to a published aerial image, the front of the house faced northwest while the 

front of the attached garage faced northeast (Figure 1 and Photographs 1 and 2). A 

property record maintained by the Summit County (Ohio) Fiscal Officer showed that the 

house was constructed in 1986. The ownership of the house transferred to Mr. and Mrs. 

Knapp in 2009. 

 

Figure 1 – Aerial view of the house (image obtained from Google Maps 
with annotation by Rimkus). 

N 
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Site Observations  

The following observations were made during our inspection on July 7, 2020: 

• We examined the roof visually. Representative 10-foot by 10-foot test squares 

were delineated on the roof slopes and examined. The test squares had no 

occurrences of randomly located, round, and localized areas of indented and 

bruised shingles.  

• Several shingles that were displaced diagonally and downwards had nails 

underneath that were overdriven or had high-nailing patterns, and some nails were 

pushed through the underlying shingle leaving punctured shingles. Ten shingles 

on the northwest-facing roof slope, ten shingles on the southeast-facing roof slope, 

five shingles on the southwest-facing roof slope, and two shingles on the 

northeast-facing roof slope were missing, torn, had pulled through nails, had 

downward and diagonal displacement, and/or tented upwards. (Photographs 3 

through 14) 

• Movement of shingles, including wavy patterns, was observed at the southeast-

facing and northwest-facing roof slopes. (Photographs 16 through 18) 

• Some shingles had nails underneath that had protruded/popped upward. 

(Photographs 19 and 20) 

• The metal flashings at the northwest slope had deformations and/or 

protruded/popped upward nails leaving exposed holes in the underlying shingle. 

(Photograph 21) 

• The shingle covering at different areas of various roof slopes had apparent 

biological growth. (Photographs 22 through 25) 

• Shingles covering the ridges and slopes of the roof had instances of granule loss, 

blistering, and/or wear. (Photographs 25 through 29) 
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• The metal gutters and downspouts had instances of linear, irregular, or scratched 

deformations and/or indentations. (Photographs 30 and 31) 

• The fascia metal at the southeast slope had instances of linear, irregular, or 

scratched deformations and indentations. (Photograph 32) 

• The metal siding at the residence elevations had deteriorated paint and irregular 

deformations and indentations. (Photographs 33 and 34) 

Weather Information 

Separate CoreLogic Wind and Hail Verification Reports (Numbers 10132347 and 

10132369, respectively) were reviewed for the subject location (Attachment B). The 

reports covered the time period from January 1, 2009, to June 11, 2020. Note that the 

CoreLogic report is based upon mathematical equations (algorithms) that interpret 

information from radar signals.  

• The CoreLogic Wind Verification Report contained all dates when wind speeds of 

58 mph or greater were detected within 3 miles of the subject property. The wind 

verification report indicated that the maximum estimated wind-gust speed at the 

site during that period was 55-miles per hour (mph), which had occurred on July 

11, 2019.  The wind verification report indicated that the most recent high-wind 

event occurred at the site on April 7, 2020, with an estimated 44-mph maximum 

wind gust.  

• The CoreLogic Hail Verification Report identified all dates when hail 0.75 inch or 

larger was detected within 3 miles of the subject property.  The hail verification 

report indicated that the only large-hail event occurred at the site on March 28, 

2020, with an estimated maximum 1-inch-diameter hail.  
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Analysis 

Roofs are required to have a weather-resistive surface and a backup moisture-resistant 

membrane built into the roof assembly, provide flashing at the interfaces of the slopes 

and adjacent walls to prevent water intrusion, and have means to drain. The roof 

assembly is designed to prevent water intrusion during weather events. Damage to 

roofing is typically defined as a diminution of the water-shedding capability or a reduction 

in the expected long-term service life of the roofing material. Roof failure occurs from a 

variety of causes including natural aging and deterioration, abnormal external forces that 

the system is not designed to withstand, or premature failure due to inadequate design, 

construction defects, or improper maintenance. 

Numerous factors affect how a roof covering responds to a wind or hail event. Some of 

these include the roof covering’s age, type, and quality, as well as variable storm 

attributes, such as wind speed and direction or hail size, angle of impact, and intensity. 

Therefore, the presence of wind or hail in a region only confirms the possibility that storm 

damage may occur. It does not mean that storm damage must have occurred. For this 

reason, physical evidence revealed during inspection is relied upon to determine the 

effects of a particular storm event on a specific structure. Often, a specific storm event 

will have varying effects on different roof slopes of the same structure based on the 

direction those slopes face. 

Wind Analysis 

Wind damage to asphalt-composition shingles is typically characterized by creased, 

flipped, or torn shingles, typically diagonally or horizontally through the shingle body or 

off of one or more fasteners. Laminated shingles are heavier and stiffer than three-tab 

shingles, and typically have a greater resistance to wind. As a result, laminated shingles 

are typically warranted against winds up to 110 mph and for longer periods than three-

tab shingles. Wind damage to laminated shingles can include creased shingles, but more 

often these shingles remain together in groups and tear away from their fasteners rather 

than creasing and flipping over. Regardless of the form the damage takes, these 
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conditions decrease the roof covering’s ability to resist moisture infiltration and therefore 

constitute damage. 

Normal installation of shingles requires four nails per shingle, typically installed below the 

adhesive sealant strip and above the bottom edge of the overlying shingle. Industry-

standard installation instructions for laminated shingles require the roofing fasteners to 

be placed through the lamination area so that both pieces of an individual shingle are 

mechanically attached to the roof. Nails placed above this area would be only through 

one lamination of the shingles rather than two as designed; this condition is called high-

nailing. If the nails that are too high to penetrate the upper edge of the underlying shingles, 

it leaves shingles with only four points of attachment rather than eight as designed. 

At the Knapp residence, ten shingles on the northwest-facing roof slope, ten shingles on 

the southeast-facing roof slope, five shingles on the southwest-facing roof slope, and two 

shingles on the northeast-facing roof slope were missing, torn, had pulled through nails, 

had downward and diagonal displacement, and/or tented upwards. Several shingles that 

were missing or displacement diagonally and downwards had nails underneath that were 

overdriven and/or had high-nailing patterns, some nails pushed through the underlying 

shingle with instances of punctured shingles. 

Overdriven nailing is the condition where nails were installed with excessive force and 

shot partially or completely through the shingle material. Both high-nailing and overdriven 

nails were installation defects that weakened the shingles. Therefore, nails that were 

driven in a high pattern and/or through the shingles and nearly flush with the roof deck 

resulted in missing, pulled through-nails, or downward and diagonal displacement of 

shingles across the residence roof due to the constant pull of gravitational forces and 

moderate wind effects. 

Movement of shingles, including wavy patterns, was observed at the southeast-facing 

and northwest-facing roof slopes. Shingles that are simply unsealed or partially unsealed 

are not considered to be damaged. Unsealed shingles are prone to damage from 

moderate winds, but shingles that are simply unsealed do not reduce the ability of the 
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roof covering to resist water infiltration and, therefore, do not meet the definition of 

functional damage. Furthermore, simple unsealing, wrinkling, or movement of shingles in 

a wavy pattern is typically not caused by wind. Rather, shingles become naturally 

unsealed over time due to typical age-related deterioration. Asphalt shingle bodies are 

made with fiberglass reinforcements surrounded by bitumen-based compounds, which 

are generally volatile materials that are subject to heat evaporation and water erosion. 

Normal exposure to the environment will, therefore, cause the binders to diminish with 

time. Any mass body that loses materials such as the volatiles noted above will decrease 

in volume. As the sun and water affect shingles with the passage of time, they tend to 

shrink. The greatest decrease in size is along the length of the shingle. The shortening in 

length creates shear stress on the underlying attachments and the sealing strips between 

shingles; that stress eventually causes a release of one or more regions of those binding 

forces. As discussed by Dixon, et al., this is “a systemic failure of the sealant strip to 

remain adhered” and is influenced by natural aging. Shingles that are partially unsealed 

along the corners or lines of their installation pattern are the result of these long-term 

effects.  

Therefore, the movement of shingles, including wavy patterns, at different locations of 

roof slopes was the result of expansion/contraction cycles over a period of years, upward 

movement of isolated nails due to thermal movement, and/or an “as-constructed” 

condition where the shingle were not fastened properly. 

Hail Analysis 

Localized, round, and random areas of granule loss that substantially expose asphalt-

based material that may be coincident with perceptible fractures in this material, when 

found, would be consistent with hail impact damage to asphalt-composition shingles.  

Fractured shingles on the unsupported roof edges and ridge-cap shingles, when found, 

would be consistent with hail-impact damage. Hail of sufficient size to cause damage to 

asphalt shingles is also accompanied by indentations to the soft metals, such as metal 
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ridge vents, metal vents, metal exhaust hoods, metal downspouts, and/or abrasions or 

indentations on the window screens.   

Functional damage to roofing is defined as a diminution of the water-shedding capability 

or a reduction in the expected long-term service life of the roofing material.  For 

composition shingles, the first definition of damage is defined as punctures, bruises 

(fractures), or tears in the shingle substrate that compromise the intended water-shedding 

performance of the roof covering.  Large hail may immediately puncture shingles, 

resulting in a potential leak (reduction in water-shedding ability).  The second portion of 

the definition is the reduction in the expected service life of the roof covering, meaning for 

composition shingles, and displacement of granules to the extent that the underlying 

bitumen becomes significantly exposed.  This can lead to accelerated degradation and 

may result in reduced service life in the area of granule loss.  Minor granule loss caused 

by a hailstone impact that does not result in the substantial exposure of the shingle 

bitumen has not been found to cause any measurable loss of service life for the impacted 

shingle. The presence of spatter marks, which are areas of oxidation or debris removal 

caused by hail impacts, can indicate that the round and smooth indentations were recently 

formed by hail impacts.  In our experience, spatter marks fade over a period of 6 to 12 

months.  

To determine the intensity of hail damage on the elevations and roof slopes of a 

residence, test areas are inspected. The inspection of the shingle roof coverings of the 

Knapp residence revealed no randomly located, round, localized areas of granule loss. 

Shingles at the slopes and ridges at the residence roof slopes had instances of irregular 

granule loss, blistering, and/or wear caused by long-term weathering of the roof not 

related to hail damage.   

Several indentations and deformations were identified on the gutters, downspouts, fascia, 

and sidings of the residence.  However, they were linear in nature, had deep impressions, 

and/or had scratches on the surface.  Hail impacts result in smooth, round indentations 
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in metal surfaces.  Therefore, the observed conditions were evidence that the 

indentations and deformations were not the result of hail impacts.   

 . 
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Section IV 

BASIS OF REPORT 

 

1. Nabeel Mahmood, P.E., inspected the property located at 256 Kendall Park Road in 

Peninsula, Ohio, on July 7, 2020. The inspection included obtaining field 

measurements, recording visual observations, and photographing the property. 

2. Property data from the Summit County (Ohio) Auditor. 

3. Wind Verification Report number 10132347 by CoreLogic Spatial Solutions.   

4. Hail Verification Report number 10132369 by CoreLogic Spatial Solutions.   

5. Google maps aerial images.   

6. The following technical references:  

a) Sharara, Jordan, and Kimble. “Residential Roofing Evaluation.” Proceedings 

of the Fifth Forensic Engineering Congress and published by the American 

Society of Civil Engineers in Forensic Engineering, 2009.  

b) C.R. Dixon et al. “The influence of unsealing on the wind resistance of asphalt 

shingles.” Journal of Wind Engineering and Industrial Aerodynamics 130 

(2014).  

c) C.R. Dixon et al. “The Unsealing of Naturally Aged Asphalt Shingles: An In-

Situ Survey.” Proceedings from the 1st Residential Building Design & 

Construction Conference, 2013. 

d) Berdahl, Paul, H. Akbari, R. Levinson, and W.A. Miller.  “Weathering of 

Roofing Materials – An Overview.”  Construction and Building Materials, Vol. 

22, Issue 4, 2008. 
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Section V 

ATTACHMENTS 

 

A. Photographs 

B. Weather Verification Reports 

C. Curriculum Vitae 
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Section V 

ATTACHMENT A 

 

Photographs 

Photographs taken during our inspection, which were not included in this report, were 
retained in our files and are available to you upon request. 
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Photograph 1 
Northwest (front) elevation of the residence. 
 

 
 
Photograph 2 
Northeast elevation of the residence. 
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Photograph 3 
Missing and displaced shingles diagonally and downwards at the southeast roof slope. 
 

 
 
Photograph 4 
Missing shingles at the southeast roof slope. 
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Photograph 5 
Missing and displaced shingles diagonally and downwards at the southeast roof slope. 
 

 
 
Photograph 6 
Missing, diagonally and downwards displaced shingles at the northwest roof slope. 
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Photograph 7 
Displaced shingle diagonally at the northwest roof slope. 
 

 
 
 
Photograph 8 
Missing and displaced shingles at the northwest roof slope. 
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Photograph 9 
Missing and displaced shingles diagonally and downwards at the southwest roof slope. 
 

 
 

Photograph 10 
High nailing at missing shingle location.  
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Photograph 11 
High nailing at missing shingle location.  
 

 
 
Photograph 12 
High nailing and overdriven nails at missing and/or punctured shingles.  
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Photograph 13 
High nailing and overdriven nails that punctured the shingles.  
 

 
 
Photograph 14 
Overdriven nail that punctured shingle.  
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Photograph 15 
Tented upward shingle at the northeast roof slope. 
 

 
 

Photograph 16 
Shingle movement in a wavy pattern and torn shingles at the northwest roof slope. 
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Photograph 17 
Shingle movement in a wavy pattern and torn shingles at the northwest roof slope. 
 

 
 
Photograph 18 
Shingle movement in a wavy pattern at the southeast roof slope. 
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Photograph 19 
Nails that had protruded/popped upward at ridge shingles. 
 

 
 
Photograph 20 
Nails that had protruded/popped upward near a valley at the southwest slope. 
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Photograph 21 
Nails that had protruded/popped upward leaving a hole in underlying shingle near the 
chimney.  
 

 
 
Photograph 22 
Apparent biological growth at shingles of the northwest slope. 
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Photograph 23 
Apparent biological growth (moss) at shingles of the northwest slope. 
 

 
 
Photograph 24 
Apparent biological growth (moss) at shingles of the southeast slope. 
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Photograph 25 
Apparent biological growth (moss) on shingles. 
 

 
 
Photograph 26 
Shingles with granule loss and wear. 
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Photograph 27 
Shingles with granule loss and wear. 

 

 
 
Photograph 28 
Shingles with granule loss, blistering, and wear. 
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Photograph 29 
Shingles with granule loss, blistering, and wear. 
 

 
 
Photograph 30 
Gutter with irregular deformations at the southeast elevation. 
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Photograph 31 
Downspout with instances of mechanical indentations at the rear of the residence. 
 

 
 
Photograph 32 
Fascia metal with mechanical deformations at the southeast slope. 
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Photograph 33 
Metal siding with deteriorated paint. 
 

 
 
Photograph 34 
Metal siding with deteriorated paint at the southeast elevation. 
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Section V 

ATTACHMENT B 

 

Weather Verification Reports 

 
 



Hail Verification Report #10132369 Page 1 of 2

Hail Verification Report

Claim or Reference # 100037666

Insured/Property Owner Knapp

Address 256 Kendall Park Rd
Peninsula, OH 44264

Coordinates Latitude 41.218329, Longitude -81.500339

Date Range Jan 01, 2009 to Jun 11, 2020

Report Generated June 12th, 2020 at 20:02:13 UTC

Storm Events

Estimated Maximum Hail Size

Date At Location Within 1 mi / 1.61 km Within 3 mi / 4.83 km Within 10 mi / 16.09
km

Mar 28, 2020 1 in / 2.54 cm 1.1 in / 2.79 cm 1.1 in / 2.79 cm 1.8 in / 4.57 cm

Aug 18, 2019 -- -- 0.8 in / 2.03 cm 1 in / 2.54 cm

Aug 1, 2011 -- 0.75 in / 1.91 cm 0.9 in / 2.29 cm 1.5 in / 3.81 cm

May 25, 2011 -- 0.8 in / 2.03 cm 0.8 in / 2.03 cm 0.9 in / 2.29 cm

• Hail dates begin at 6am CST on the indicated day and end at 6am CST the following day.
• Dash "--" indicates 0.75 in / 1.91 cm or larger hail was detected within 3 mi / 4.83 km, but not at location.
• Hail sizes being reported within this report start at 0.75 in / 1.91 cm and increase in 0.1 in / 0.25 cm increments; rounded to
the nearest 0.1 in / 0.25 cm.
• This report contains hail events between Jan 01, 2009 and Jun 11, 2020. 

©2020 CoreLogic Spatial Solutions LLC wvs.corelogic.com | (888) 929-4245 | Hail Verification Technology 2.0
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Important Legal Notice and Disclaimer

THIS REPORT AND THE CORRESPONDING DATA IS PROVIDED FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY AND ONLY FOR INTERNAL
USE BY THE INITIAL PURCHASER/END-USER RECIPIENT HEREOF. NOTWITHSTANDING THE FOREGOING, SUCH
PURCHASER/END-USER MAY SHARE THIS REPORT WITH THE OWNER OF THE PROPERTY THAT IS THE SUBJECT OF THE
REPORT. CORELOGIC, INC. AND/OR ITS SUBSIDIARIES OR AFFILIATES (“CORELOGIC”) DO NOT ASSUME, AND EXPRESSLY
DISCLAIM LIABILITY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE RESULTING FROM THE USE OF, OR ANY DECISIONS BASED ON OR IN RELIANCE
ON, THIS REPORT AND THE CORRESPONDING DATA

THIS REPORT AND THE CORRESPONDING DATA ARE FURNISHED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS, NON-
INFRINGEMENT, OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE (EVEN IF THAT PURPOSE IS KNOWN TO CORELOGIC). SOME
STATES DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SO THE ABOVE EXCLUSIONS MAY NOT APPLY TO THE
USER. IN THAT EVENT, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARE LIMITED IN DURATION TO NINETY (90) DAYS FROM THE DATE OF THE
REPORT AND TO THE DOLLAR AMOUNT OF THE REPORT.

THE CONTENTS OF THIS REPORT ARE PROTECTED BY APPLICABLE COPYRIGHT AND OTHER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAWS
AND MAY INCLUDE PROPRIETARY OR OTHER CONTENT OF THIRD PERSONS. NO PERMISSION IS GRANTED TO COPY,
DISTRIBUTE, MODIFY, POST OR FRAME ANY TEXT, GRAPHICS, OR USER INTERFACE DESIGN OR LOGOS INCLUDED IN THIS
REPORT. ALL USERS OF THIS REPORT AGREE TO HOLD HARMLESS CORELOGIC AND ITS AFFILIATES, EQUITY HOLDERS,
DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES, CONTRACTORS, AGENTS, REPRESENTATIVES AND SUPPLIERS OF THIRD PARTY
CONTENT FROM ANY USE OR MISUSE, MISAPPLICATION, ALTERATION OR UNAUTHORIZED DISCLOSURE OF THIS REPORT.

THIS NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER IS INTENDED TO FUNCTION IN HARMONY WITH THE CORELOGIC TERMS OF USE AVAILABLE ON
THE WEATHER VERIFICATION SERVICES WEBSITE. IN THE EVENT OF ANY CONFLICT BETWEEN THE TWO DOCUMENTS, THE
CORELOGIC TERMS OF USE SHALL GOVERN.

Scan to Verify Authenticity

The original contents of this report
are stored online in the original
state provided by CoreLogic. Scan
this QR Code and it will take you to
a link to view the data and verify its
authenticity.

Powered by TCPDF (www.tcpdf.org)

©2020 CoreLogic Spatial Solutions LLC wvs.corelogic.com | (888) 929-4245 | Hail Verification Technology 2.0

https://www.wvs.corelogic.com/index.php/pointdata?id=10132369&key=aL4AG
http://www.tcpdf.org
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Wind Verification Report

Claim or Reference # 100037666

Insured/Property Owner Knapp

Address 256 Kendall Park Rd
Peninsula, OH 44264

Coordinates Latitude 41.218329, Longitude -81.500339

Date Range Jan 01, 2009 to Jun 11, 2020

Report Generated June 12th, 2020 at 20:00:18 UTC

Storm Events

Estimated Maximum Windspeed

Date At Location Within 1 Miles Within 3 Miles Within 10 Miles

Apr 7, 2020 44 MPH 50 MPH 58 MPH 62 MPH

Jul 11, 2019 55 MPH 59 MPH 60 MPH 69 MPH

May 22, 2018 48 MPH 55 MPH 59 MPH 60 MPH

May 28, 2017 47 MPH 54 MPH 60 MPH 63 MPH

Feb 28, 2017 -- 42 MPH 60 MPH 61 MPH

Sep 10, 2014 -- 48 MPH 61 MPH 65 MPH

Jun 12, 2013 43 MPH 52 MPH 60 MPH 60 MPH

Apr 10, 2013 41 MPH 45 MPH 58 MPH 65 MPH

Jul 4, 2012 51 MPH 57 MPH 60 MPH 64 MPH

May 25, 2011 41 MPH 50 MPH 62 MPH 63 MPH

Jul 24, 2010 53 MPH 59 MPH 61 MPH 67 MPH

Jun 23, 2010 55 MPH 60 MPH 63 MPH 74 MPH

May 7, 2010 -- 47 MPH 63 MPH 63 MPH

Aug 20, 2009 55 MPH 57 MPH 61 MPH 65 MPH

• Wind dates begin at 6am CST on the indicated day and end at 6am CST the following day.
• Dash "--" indicates 58 MPH or higher wind was detected within 3 miles, but winds at location were less than 40 MPH.

©2020 CoreLogic Spatial Solutions LLC wvs.corelogic.com | (888) 929-4245 | Wind Verification Technology 1.0



Wind Verification Report #10132347 Page 2 of 3

• Report contains all wind events where winds of 58 MPH or greater were detected within 3 miles of the location.
• Wind speeds being reported within this report represent 3-second wind gusts at 10 meters; starting at 40 MPH and
increasing in 1 MPH increments.
• This report contains wind events between Jan 01, 2009 and Jun 11, 2020. 

©2020 CoreLogic Spatial Solutions LLC wvs.corelogic.com | (888) 929-4245 | Wind Verification Technology 1.0
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Important Legal Notice and Disclaimer

THIS REPORT AND THE CORRESPONDING DATA IS PROVIDED FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY AND ONLY FOR INTERNAL
USE BY THE INITIAL PURCHASER/END-USER RECIPIENT HEREOF. NOTWITHSTANDING THE FOREGOING, SUCH
PURCHASER/END-USER MAY SHARE THIS REPORT WITH THE OWNER OF THE PROPERTY THAT IS THE SUBJECT OF THE
REPORT. CORELOGIC, INC. AND/OR ITS SUBSIDIARIES OR AFFILIATES (“CORELOGIC”) DO NOT ASSUME, AND EXPRESSLY
DISCLAIM LIABILITY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE RESULTING FROM THE USE OF, OR ANY DECISIONS BASED ON OR IN RELIANCE
ON, THIS REPORT AND THE CORRESPONDING DATA

THIS REPORT AND THE CORRESPONDING DATA ARE FURNISHED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS, NON-
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Nabeel Mahmood, P.E., PMP, LEED GA 
Senior Consultant 
Construction Division 
 

 

Background 
 

Nabeel Mahmood is a person of professional talents with more 
than thirteen years of interdisciplinary engineering, planning, 
management and design experience in public, commercial, and 
residential building and infrastructure projects. Along with his 
high academic qualifications achieved through research in civil 
engineering and risk assessment disciplines, Mr. Mahmood brings 
a wealth of knowledge in contracts administration, claims and 
dispute analysis and resolution, case research, value engineering, 
estimation, planning, scheduling, and implementing quality and 
control procedures. 
 
Mr. Mahmood comprehensive leadership and experience promotes him to resolve project problems, 
develop contingency plans to mitigate unresolved problems without compromising quality, confirm 
decisions are made appropriately, develop and review inspection reports, develop alternate methods to 
recoup lost project time and interrupted sequences. His progressive experience and certified training 
provide him with the potential for applying professional methods and principles to plan and manage 
budgets and timelines to deliver optimum quality results. 
 
Furthermore, Mr. Mahmood has an advanced knowledge in engineering and management top 
technologies, he specializes in Primavera P6, Computer Aided Design solutions, Building Information 
Modeling, and structural analysis and design solutions. Mr. Mahmood is an active team player that is 
bilingual and can adapt his skills in any project environment.  
 
As a Program and Project Manager, Mr. Mahmood led multi-million-dollar projects from planning and 
design stages through construction, occupancy and project close-out. He verifies the project is 
planned, directed and controlled as specified by the design and owner’s intent. As an owner’s agent, 
he can provide value decisions based on the optimum stability, strength, serviceability, and safety 
along with balanced schedules and budgets. Mr. Mahmood has proven that he can deliver synergies 
and sustainability leading to the win-win resolutions.  

Contact Information 
(614) 948-0551 

nmahmood@rimkus.com 
 

921 Eastwind Drive, Suite 110, 
Westerville, OH 43081 

 

mailto:nmahmood@rimkus.com
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Professional Engagements 
• American Association of Safety Engineers 
▪ Award for demonstrating leadership, professional excellence, & integrity-Engineering Research 

Partnership 
 

• Rome City of Italy - Workshop on Urban Design 
   Intensive workshop held at Rome city under the theme of “New City Centres to Live in” 

▪ Elaborated and developed scenarios of urban designs for Rome metropolitan and urban 
centralities. 

▪ Integrated urban environmental and aesthetic quality with historical conservation. 
 

• Concrete Technology Research Project  
▪ Incorporation of limestone filler waste in concrete to improve concrete quality and durability, 

resulting in a win-win situation between environment and quality. 
 

Forensic Engagements  
• Construction Defect Evaluations  
• Construction Accident Reviews 
• Standard of Care 
• Property cause and extent of damage 

 
Professional Experience 
• Rimkus Consulting Group, Inc. 2019 – Present 
• Senior Consultant – Construction Division 

Property Structural, Civil, and Architectural Damage Claims Analysis: 
▪ Responsible for investigating and evaluating commercial, industrial, residential, and public 

properties to determine cause of structural and other failure and damage along with recommending 
remedial repair.  

▪ Analyze facilities for compliance with federal, state and local code requirements, as well as, for 
safety and hazards identification and utilization studies.  

 
Construction Claims Analysis: 
▪ Expert consultation of construction claims, defects, disputes and accidents including qualitative 

experience-based recommendations for resolution. 
▪ Perform forensic analysis of facilities and construction accidents to determine the cause and origin 

of material or system failures and accidents. 
▪ Evaluate the planning, design, documentation, and constructability of diversified projects related to 

industrial, commercial, municipal, and residential buildings and infrastructure. 
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▪ Analyze claimed deficiencies in design, specifications, and documentation.  
▪ Examine construction compliance with contract documents, industry standards, applicable codes 

and regulations including temporary construction/bracing/shoring requirements. 
Standard of Care/Premises Liability Claims Analysis: 
▪ Assessment of site safety standard of care and code, regulations and standards compliance 

including include OSHA, ANSI/ASSE, federal, state and local codes. 
▪ Analysis of incident liability interrelations with owners, agents, contractors and construction 

managers following incident/accident. 
 

• Hill International, Inc. 2016 – 2019 
• Program and Project Manager/Engineer/Owner Agent, Central Ohio Projects 

 
City of Dublin Bridge Street District Program, Program/Project Engineering and Management 
New district envisions a vibrant and walkable city center with a dynamic mix of land uses and 
housing that is integrated with natural wonders that tie corridors together. Key components of 
program are an iconic bridge over Scioto River that links a riverfront park and mixed-use 
development with Historic District.  
▪ Conceptualization, master planning/scheduling, land use, design, preconstruction & construction 

for developments: infrastructure, highways, bridges, facilities, buildings, parks, lots, etc., 
according to local & discipline codes. Value engineering, master planning/prioritization had great 
impacts on program success. 

▪ Administration, coordination, and operation of design-bid-build projects at initiating, planning, 
monitoring and controlling, executing, and closing phases. Services includes quality, time, cost 
and safety planning, estimating, developing, assurance and control; also contract administration 
and integrated change control.  

 
Ohio Dept. of Natural Resources, Capital Program Engineering, Management, & Funding Database 
Consulting/Owner Agent Services for $500 million projects located at various sites, state parks, 
nature preserves and associated support and operating facilities for ODNR programs and regulatory 
agencies. The projects utilize a variety of construction delivery methods, including general 
contracting and design-build. 
Buildings, dams, parks, parking/roadways, bridges, piers, wastewater treatment plants, utility 
infrastructure upgrades, fuel storage tank, etc., new projects, rehabilitation/renovation, expansion, 
design, estimation, specifications, bid documents, supervision, quality and scope control and 
assurance, claims, settlements. 
▪ Experience with recycling and waste and wastewater management and system solution 

processes. 
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▪ Managing large scale civil projects for dam renovation and new construction. Dams and 
embankments construction management, quality assurance and control, construction design, 
planning and sequencing.  

▪ Forensic engineering, prognostic/diagnostic assessments, and risk mitigation for multidisciplinary 
issues. 

▪ Time, cost and quality claims, risks, dispute and resolutions management. 
▪ Database system building and maintenance for capital program funding management using 

Power-BI/Access/SharePoint, cost/budget/funding/analysis, projects accounting and 
coordination. Review of project initiation forms, refining project scope, development of program 
total cost worksheets and reports. 

John Glenn International Airport, Project Engineering and Management 
Providing the Columbus Regional Airport Authority (CRAA) with task order-based construction 
management advisor services in connection with various improvement projects.  
▪ Served for the multi-phase renovation and reconfiguration of the Airport facilities including ID 
Office at John Glenn Columbus International Airport. The work consisted remodeling and 
reconfiguration of the entire space, including demolition of specified walls; installation of new 
walls; patching, painting, and repair of walls; and new ceiling, flooring, and millwork.  
▪ Responsibilities include estimation, specifications, and bid documents for renovation and 

expansion. 
 

Correction and Public Safety Facilities - Franklin County Board of Commissioners, Engineering 
Providing project management services for pre-design and design services in support of a new 
public safety and corrections center. This new $175 million, 430,000 SF, 868-bed facility can house 
both male and female inmates in 13 classification categories. 
▪ With an emphasis on redefining rehabilitation and incorporating more space for programming 

and mental health treatment, the new facility incorporates the latest jail design philosophies and 
built to utilize the Direct Supervision model of inmate supervision. The project comprises 
administrative offices for the Franklin County Sheriff’s Office, a vehicle sally port, public entrance 
and visitor’s area, inmate processing center, full-service kitchen and laundry, officer’s command 
center, medical facility, dining facility, warehouse, central utility plant, and small-level and mid-
rise inmate housing units.  

▪ Responsibilities include project drawings and specifications development and review, and 
QA/QC.  
 
 
 

Ohio Turnpike and Infrastructure Commission (OTIC), Management and Claims Support Services  
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▪ Time, cost and quality claims, risks, dispute and resolutions management for Highways and 
Bridges projects including claim data management, review, analysis, arguments and 
recommendations.  

▪ Work included qualitative and quantitative assessments by correlating and measuring 
compliance to contract/specifications/drawings, differing site conditions, underrun/overrun 
quantities, etc. 

 
City of Columbus, Department of Public Service Construction Inspection and Materials Testing 
Technical and Management services provided City with additional resources/expertise to 
continuously support multiple federal, state or private construction projects while adhering to 
codes & regulations.  
▪ Professional technical assurance, control, verification, and reporting of construction quality on 

multiple projects according to construction and material codes, including: Hess AEP Substation 
Phase 2, Herrick Transit Center, several underground utility installation projects as Columbia 
Gas and Time Warner Cable, and several asphalt and concrete pavement, storm and electrical 
ROW developments and restore. 

▪ Multitasked and managed to fulfill duties at multiple projects and locations on daily basis. Along 
with specifications and code compliance, duties included maintenance of traffic, construction 
and public safety, scope control, pay items reporting, and providing answers to technical 
questions.   

 
Central Ohio Transit Authority, Planning Department 
CM/PM services for multiple capital programs including major Transit System Redesign, and Rapid 
Bus.  
▪ Program management, planning, scheduling, estimation, design and constructability review and 

enhancement for Transit System Redesign project (TSR), Bus Rapid Transit (BRT CMAX) 
infrastructure components, facilities, Compressed Natural Gas Station (CNG), park and ride lots, 
stations and more. 

▪ CMAX is COTA’s first Bus Rapid Transit line, 16-mile route between Downtown Columbus and 
suburbs, with service to attractions and critical locations. Program includes dedicated 
lanes/routes during rush hours and effective use of technology of traffic signal priority. 

▪ The projects range from bus shelters and streetscape infrastructure to the management of 
transit center rehabilitation, expansions, parks, etc. 

▪ Evaluation and enhancement of technology for: LCD real-time bus information screens, traffic 
signal priority, during trip rider convenience, new fare boxes mobile payment, etc. 
 
 

• Central Ohio Transit Authority 2013 - 2014 
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• Civil Engineer, Capital Infrastructure Projects 
▪ Engineered, designed, and planned transit infrastructure projects in compliance to codes and 

standards. 
▪ Assessed public transit system network operations, routes, stops, infrastructure, etc. 
▪ Developed transit network scenarios plans for a complete Transit System Redesign for Central 

Ohio area. 
▪ Visioning the transit implantation plans and technology use and implementation plans. 
▪ Analyzed and compiled public transportation routes and infrastructure data using ArcGIS 

package. 
 

• Consolidated Contractors International Company 2012 - 2013 
• Structural Design Engineer, Civil Engineering Department 

▪ Engineered & designed structural systems i.e. reinforced concrete & steel, for industrial & 
commercial structures, e.g., Wastewater Structures, using design codes, e.g. ACI, ASCE, ASTM, 
BS, AICS, UBC, IBC. 

▪ Managed, assured, & controlled the drafting of drawings by drafting team. 
▪ Introduced sustainability measures and practices as a member in the sustainability committee. 

 
• Bayti Real Estate Investment Company 2012 
• Civil Engineer, Engineering Supervision & Contracts Management Department 

▪ Developed master project planning and engineering for the construction process assuring 
optimum productivity and performance are met along all city zones. 

▪ Supervised the execution of construction projects in terms of construction & contracts 
management. 

▪ Developed & controlled construction submittals i.e. time schedules, BOQs, cost estimates, bid 
packages. 

 
• MWH Americas Inc. 2010 - 2011 
• Site Engineer, Roads Construction Management for Infrastructure Needs Program 

▪ Conducted construction quality assurance & control according to project codes, scope control & 
validation, quantities surveying & payments, integrated change control, progress control reports, 
& drawings revision. 

▪ Effectively managed the large project’s work force at field and office levels even in harsh 
environments to implement the projects components according to high standards, such as: road 
structures, drainage sewer systems, sanitary systems, and retaining structures. 
 
 

  Civil Design, Water Design Department 
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▪ Prepared and revised the design of water/wastewater/sanitary infrastructure projects at various 
stages.  

▪ Collected and processed data for infrastructure and resources master plan project. 
▪ Prepared approval and permit applications for infrastructure projects. 

 
Education and Certifications 
• Civil Engineering, B.E.: Birzeit University (12/2010) 
• Civil Engineering, M.S.: The Ohio State University (12/2016) 
• Professional Engineer: Ohio 
• Project Management Professional  
• LEED Green Associate  
• Certified for Engineering and Management, Ohio Department of Transportation (ODOT) 
• Project Management Certifications, Construction Management Association of America (CMAA) 

 
Continuing Education 
• Scientific Research, The Ohio State University, Realtime Risk Assessment & Intervention Using 

Multisensor Intelligent System 
 

Publications 
• Mahmood, N. A. (2016). Real-time Construction Site Safety Risk Detection for On-foot Building 

Construction Workers Using RFID (Thesis, The Ohio State University). 
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